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Set Up Your Own Photo Blog-Step By Step Video Lessons. Learn How To Set Up Your Own Professional

Looking Photo Blog Using All Free Resources. Learn to create your own photo blog using free software.

not only is photo blogging fun, it is profitable too. see how you can easily set up your own photo blog on

your own domain, make it attractive to both people and search engines and profit from it too. Saturday,

December 31, 2011 From The Desk Of: The Ebooklover, Dear Reader: Time to put a little fun into your

day. After all - all work and no play.... however that goes. Having said that there is no reason why you

cant have some fun and make a little cash while doing it. Heck lots of people make money just from

posting on their personal blogs about things that happen in their lives. They do this by adding some

monetization to their personal blog. Any money they make is a nice bonus but it is not particularly the

purpose behind their blogging. Today we are going to talk a little about photo blogging. If you are anything

like me you have hundreds or maybe even thousands of pictures on your computer, camera, phone or in

albums. The problem is that they are all over the place, they are hard to find, and they are difficult to

share with your friends and family if they are sitting on your camera or in an album somewhere. Now
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there is a better way. You can create a special blog which is geared specifically towards photo blogging.

You can now quickly and easily put your photos up for the world to see (or just those you want to share

with). You can organize them into categories to make them easy to find. It is the best way to share with

others. It will also help you to organize your own photos. Creating your personal photo blog is all well and

good, but there is something else you can do that can make you a lot of money. If have a particular

interest (who doesnt) you could create a niche photo blog. For instance lets say you are interested in bird

watching. You could create a niche blog on that topic and post pictures on it of the birds you photograph.

You can then monetize the blog accordingly. Since you are posting content to this blog the search

engines will pick it up and you will get targeted traffic. You can earn cash just for doing something you

love doing. Best of all - the software is free. You have full control over your content since you put the blog

on your own domain (www address). This is all explained in the videos. The cost is peanuts for a domain

and hosting. Now you could use a free service but then you lose control of your own content. Your blog

could be deleted at any time by a third party. Not so when you have your own hosting account. You can

usually get a domain name for under $2.00 (domain) and hosting for under $5 per month, so the cost is

not an issue. Have a look at the photo blog I created in this video series. Here is just some of what you

will learn: -How to get a domain name and hosting. -How to easily install the software -How to make your

blog rank high in the search engines -How to categorize your pictures -How to monetize your blog and so

much more... This video series is going to show you everything you need to know about setting up your

own photo blog. Personal Use Rights Only Rights: You Have personal use rights only. You may not sell

or give away any of the provided content. [NO] May be added to PAID membership sites [NO] May be

packaged with other PAID products [NO] May be offered as a bonus with other PAID products [NO] May

be given away free [NO] May be added to FREE membership sites [NO] May sell plr rights [NO] May sell

master resale rights [NO] May sell resale rights [NO] May Resell on auction sites within the pricing

guidelines. Sincerely The Ebooklover ENJOY: Set Up Your Own Photo Blog Disclaimer: We do not

guarantee that any form of financial success by using our products and services. Results vary. Hard work,

diligence, knowledge, enthusiasm and motivation all play a vital role in your quest to make an income

from your internet business. ebooklover/tradebitis not liable in any manner resulting from the use or

misuse of this product.
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